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Community spirit
There can be little good about the Corona virus but 
there is one things, it has created a great 
community spirit with people cooperating around 
the world to fight this disease.

I feel this community spirit  and want to do my bit.  
My interest is in experimenting to find ways of 
growing our food that will improve our health, 
particularly our gut health which is critical to so 
many body functions, particularly our immune 
system.

The system I developed, the Gbiota system (short 
for Gut biota and sound like geebiota) is a very 
effective way of improving gut biology but for many 
it is a bit complicated.  So I have developed a dead 
simple version of Gbiota beds which anyone should
be able to create, even in small back yard, to grow 
their own Gbiota food.

In this post I show how to make these simple 
Gbiota beds, this is all free of charge, all I ask in 
return is that you enter into the new community 
spirit and tell you friends, real and on the internet, 
about my web site www.gbiota.com so we can all 
fight this virus together. 
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Biology 101
Anyone who reads the scientific literature on gut 
and soil biology will realise just how many species 
there are and how complex and confusing it can be.
However there are some very simple rules that is 
all you need to know.

Bugs (short for micro biology but I want to keep 
things simple) are just everywhere.  In the air and 
on every surface and inside most things there are 
bugs - it is just life.

We have some very powerful chemicals which kill 
bugs.  This is fine for operating theatres, kitchen 
surfaces and toilets. But the bugs soon come back.
Within an hour there are detectable amounts and 
within a day it is business as usual, millions of bugs
of all different sorts.

There are good bugs and bad bugs.   Killing of the 
bad bugs without killing off the good bugs is 
euphemistically called challenging, meaning 
approaching impossible.

But here is the wonder of nature, if you feed the 
food that the good bugs thrive on they will out 
compete or otherwise sort out the bad bugs. Bugs 
can be pretty aggressive creatures and they don't 
fight according to the Geneva convention.

So the wonder of biology 101 is feed the good 
bugs, don't feed the bad bugs and let the good 
bugs sort out the bad bugs. 

Simple eh! Now go and collect your PhD in biology 
101.
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Fighting the Corona virus
Unfortunately not everyone enters into the community spirit and the web is full of magic 
potions that will cure the Corona virus, just pay them some money and stop worrying (until 
you get infected).

So I am not saying that improving you gut biology 
will stop you getting infecting or will provide some 
magic cure.  But improving your gut biology will 
improve the odds.

So weighing up the odds, and looking at the cost 
and the rewards I say everyone should be 
enhancing their immune system to battle the 
Corona virus.  

If you already have a healthy immune system but 
catch the virus you will not get as sick and recover 
faster, if you have a compromised immune system 
it could be the difference between life and death.

The bulk of the immune system resides in our guts
so the focus should be on improving gut health. 
This is an area where I have been working in for 
many years looking for better ways to grow our 
food to improve gut health. The result has been 
the Gbiota beds.

However many people seem to think they are a bit 
complicated so with the advent of the virus I have 
developed a dead simple way of making Gbiota 
beds that anyone with a bit of space can set up. 
This technology is available to the public under the
creative commons system.

People can now easily set up their own beds to 
grow their own Gbiota food but also grow for 

others, helping the community as a whole fight the virus as well as being an additional 
source of income in hard times when many people are loosing their jobs.

I have created another web site where people can buy Gbiota food directly from growers.

I have spent many years developing the Gbiota technology and anyone can see how it 
works for free on my website www.gbiota.com.  All I ask in return is that you spread the 
word to your friend, real and internet so we can fight this virus together.
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Gut biology 101
Our gut biology starts to form from when we are 
borne, particularly in a vaginal birth. Variety 
continues to increase partly from mothers milk 
which is both a pre and probiotic and babies have 
this odd habit of stuffing dirt into their mouths which
is likely to be an evolved trait to increase further the
micro-biological variety.

What we do know is that from then on the type of 
food and particularly the way it is grown has a 
pronounce affect on gut health. 

Plants grown in a soil full of nutrients and full of 
beneficial biology lead to a healthy gut. From a 
strict scientific view point the exact path of how the 
biology gets from the soil and into our guts is an 
area in need of 'further research'  as scientist like 
to say when they don't know the answer. 

But it seems clear that plant act as both a pre and 
probiotic feeding the beneficial biology in our guts 
so they out compete the harmful biology and 
introducing yet more strains into our guts.

The basic premise is that eating plants grown in 
nutrient rich biologically active soil leads to better 
health with an improved control system regulating 
our appetites, how much and where we store fats 
and right at the moment when we are all focused on
the Corona virus our immune system.

In the gbiota system we add minerals, particularly 
the trace minerals which are sadly lacking in 
modern soils either as formulated soil additives or 
more practically simple volcanic rock dust which is 
naturally full of a broad spectrum of minerals and is 
cheap.

We need the soil biology to break these down and make them available to the plants.
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Feed the good bugs

We also have to breed the beneficial soil biology, 
biology can appear to be a highly complex 
discipline but there is one golden rule,  bugs are 
everywhere and if you feed them they will grow and
prosper, if you feed them food the good bugs like 
you end up with good bug dominating and if you 
feed them food the bad bugs like you end up with 
bad biology.

Pretty simple, that's why this section is called gut 
biology 101 and is the basis of gbiota beds.

 Whether we like it or not there are good bugs and bad bugs,  we feed the good bugs good
bug foods and they sort our the bad bugs.  It works in the soil and we hope it works in 
fighting Corona virus. There is only one way to find out for sure - do it.

Dead simple Gbiota beds - getting started.
There are many ways of making Gbiota beds, closed - open wide - narrow, manual - 
automatic, details are in the manual (link here) but I am going to focus on dead simple 
beds.

Digging the bed
Dead simple beds are in ground.  Unless you soil is
full of toxic chemicals there is no need to worry 
about the types of soil because we are going to 
make it real good anyway.

Dead simple Gbiota beds must be flat, if you live in 
the Himalayas you are just going to have to build 
them along the contour line or buy a really good 
spade.

Now you have to decide how big to make them. 

I have made Wicking beds up to fifty metres but it is
a real pain getting the land flat so about ten metres 
long is practical.  OK may be twenty metres but 
beyond that think about making multiple beds, they 
can all be linked together hydraulically but this is 
about dead simple single beds.

Next is the width. Beds have to have a water proof liner.  If you great grandfather was a 
canal builder you may be expert in using clay as a sealant, of if you grandfather was a 
builder you may know the trick of mixing cement powder with the soil to make a water 
proof layer but for most people regular builders plastic is the practical option.
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It is really up to you but plastic sheets typically comes in two metre wide rolls so allowing 
for the edges that means a total width of about 1.6 metres which is pretty practical for an 
old crony like me that it not to hot in the bending and digging department. They can be 
much narrower if that suits what your conditions.

Now you have to dig the trench to a depth of about 250 mm.  I have tried bribing 
granddaughters with free driving lessons or acting as a free Uber driver but it did not work 
for me so it is just a question of slogging it out.

Beds must be flat
You have to make sure the base of the bed is flat.  
My soil is clay so I just flood with water and just trim 
away with the spade until it is flat, your are not 
making billiard tables but you definitely don't want a 
slope along the bed.

You can just line the sump with plastic to make a 
pond, which is cheaper and avoids the 
embarrassment of the tote box floating up if you 
have a big flood when the box is empty. 

Tote boxes are really practical.

Now I know you are going to ask how big the sump 
should be and I am trying to make everything so 
dead simple you don't need to think so I am 
tempted to say any big one will do say 40 litres.

Now for the bad news, at the end of the bed you 
have to dig out the soil to make the sump where the
excess water can drain into.  The sump needs to be
about 300mm deep, enough so you can fit a typical 
tote box.  

Now I find if I stand with a spade and ask my 
granddaughters for help their reaction involves a lot 
of eye rolling and is distinctly negative.

But if I stand there with a mobile phone and ask for 
help there are real eager so here is some 
calculations they can play with.  Totally unnecessary
as all you need to do is buy a big tote box from the 
local hardware store  but it may be a way you can 

trick them into doing some digging later.

If they like doing calculations then take a 10 metre by 1.5 metre bed, that's 15 square 
metres so for every mm of evaporation that means 15 litres,  allowing for about 5mm of 
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transpiration (don't forger the surface is dry) you can estimate some 5mm of transpiration 
which gives some 75 litres per day.

Evaporation, transpiration, germination and sprinklers
Now you know that guy down the road who has this
ferocious Bull Terrier who tries to remove your leg 
or  arm whenever you walk past and the owners 
rushes out and says he is really quite harmless, he 
is just being friendly.  

Well I am a bit the same with monitoring how much 
water my plants are using. But I really am harmless
and friendly - just a bit boring.

When you irrigate with a sprinkler the surface is wet
and there is a lot of water wasted as it leaks past 
the root zone so is gone for ever (or maybe the 
grower just down the hill) or worse the local river or 
the Great Barrier Reef. 

 
The plant uses water which is called transpiration but you have to apply much more water 
than the plant needs to make up for the losses of evaporation from surface of the wet soil 
and leakage past the root zone.

Now one of the big things about gbiota beds is 
there is no loss of water by leakage past the root 
zone nor evaporation from the soil surface as in a 
well run gbiota bed the soil surface is dry but the 
plants still have plenty of water from deep in 
ground.  

That's why the plant grow so well.

But just like finding the perfect partner, you find one
and settle down for life then up comes a snag, may 
be a really serious on such as they are not into 
compost.

There is one thing to understand about Gbiota (and Wicking beds) they are absolutely 
fantastic at making a really productive layer of moist, nutrient rich, biologically active soil 
under the surface. But they are not really good at making the surface wet - in fact the 
reason they are so water efficient is that the surface is dry so the evaporation is 
dramatically reduced.

But is it no good for germinating seeds, so if you are doing a lot of germination you may 
need to  set up a sprinkler system (or you may just like standing there with a hose so you 
can squirt your granddaughter for being so uncooperative).
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The sprinkler water will drain back into the sump so you can get away with a lot smaller 
sump.

Now you can do the perfectly normal and sensible thing and just forget about all this stuff, 
go and buy a big tote box and when you put seeds in just accept that you will need to 
sprinkle until they have germinated and put down their roots into the moist soil, when they 
will rocket away - or - you can worry about all this stuff and have your wife and 
granddaughters think you are a totally boring nutter. 

Genetics or infection

Now there an interesting thing here,  I have a daughter who is into all this composting, 
recycling and carbon capture.  I wonder if there is as yet some undiagnosed medical 
condition called compostities.  If so is it heredity or infectious, let's hope its infectious like 
Corona virus, the world could do with a few more nutters.

We were having a nice little ding done in our 
household about food, and my arguments about 
trace minerals and active biology were going 
nowhere.  I thought my point "but you can't eat 
mobile phones,"  which apparently is what life is all 
about for the young and I would win a point but the 
reply was "there is plenty of food in the 
supermarkets" which then was true.

So I thought  I would be smart and say "but there is
no toilet rolls" to which I go the reply "but we don't 
eat toilet rolls".  I thought my off the cuff answer 
was not to bad for off the cuffs answers " so what 
do you do with it, stick it up your arse".

I was just told " your just a coarse smart arse" to which I had no reply because it seems to 
be true.
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Laying the plastic and loading the compost
OK we have done all the hard digging now for the 
easy bit (where the granddaughter may actually 
help).

Now it is time to lay the plastic sheet into the bed 
and make sure that the water can flow back into the 
sump.  It is not a bad idea to make the top of the 
sump say 20mm below the bed level and have a 
lead in as shown, but really that is just me being 
fussy. All that matters is the water flows back into 
the sump.

But it is a good idea to test the water really does 
flow back into the sump without leaving monster 
puddles.

Laying the plastic
Now its time to lay in the plastic.  There needs to be
a lip so it holds water, about 100mm is good, I have
made them bigger but I want there to be a good 
path so the soil biology can get into the bed from 
the surrounding soil.

Now lay a length of agi pipe along the bed so one 
end it sticking out and the other end is well into the 
sump.  

The reason you want both ends open is so you can 
poke a hose down and clean out any rubbish that 
gets into the pipe.

Fill the bed to at least the top of the pipe (50mm) or
higher if you have enough organic material.  I use 
grass clipping at the lower level because is holds 
the pipe nicely in location then put more rubbishy 
organic material on top (tree pruning etc.)
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Flood and drain
Now here comes he sneaky bit. At the end of the 
bed just before it enters the sump make a small 
earth dam and so the pipe lays along the bed then 
climbs up over the dam.  You are going to flood the 
base of the bed (with compost tea but that is 
coming) by flowing water along the ag pipe then it 
will slowly drain out through the leaky earth dam.

Now you want to fill the base of the bed with some 
organic material, as you can see in the picture I 
have just used a load of grass clippings and some 
tree prunings, this organic stuff will soon rot down 
making the soil really nice.

Now back fill the bed and make sure the top of the 
bed is well above the ground level.  This is to 
provide drainage when you have monster storms.
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The compost bin
Now comes the really exciting bit, if you are into compost.  There are two types of people 
in the world, those that are into compost and those that are not.  I am into compost, my 
wife is an ex surgeon and definitely not into compost, which is a pity and leads to lots of 
fights (which I always loose,  how can I prove my beautiful, delicious, absolutely amazing 
compost is germ free when it is full of bugs, good bugs but still bugs).

But compost is really the essence of Gbiota beds because the good bugs we want to 
breed, and out compete the bad bugs, are really into compost.

In my other Gbiota beds I use a separate circuit for making my compost tea, but in this 
dead simple Gbiota beds I am using the simplest possible system.  I just put a compost bin
right on top of the bed, anywhere near the sump is fine but it must be on the bed side of 
the earth dam so the compost tea goes into the bed and not straight back into the sump.

So the compost tea get get down to the distribution pipe I dig a small hole straight down to 
the pipe and fill with loose compost.  Now all I am going to do it to transfer the water from 
the sump and let is peculate through the compost bin and into the ag pipe. What can be 
more simple that that?

Mr Murphy
We may not not realise that Mr Murphy - of Murphy's law, if it can go wrong it will go 
wrong, has been around and there is a fatal flaw in our design.

All the water is now in the sump and we want to put it back into the compost bin for 
another cycle.

Now If you have a cooperative granddaughter, or nothing much else to do you can simply 
scoop the water out with a bucket and away you go.

If you are growing baby greens this is a practical system as you will need to do a lot of 
surface watering anyway.
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Well the compost bin is higher than the sump so all 
I need is a nice compliant and well bribed 
granddaughter to go out every morning with a 
saucepan and scoop the water out of the pump and
into the compost bin where it will soak through the 
compost and filling the bed with nice compost tea to
the level of the dam where it will flow back into the 
sump.

When my granddaughter stop scooping the 
compost tea level will drop to the level of the earth 
dam and thereafter slowly leak through the dam 
and back into the sump.

But I am also adding animal manure and minerals 
(rock dust) to the compost bin so it is really rich.

When I make my beds I use a lot of organic 
material to build up the soil quality.  This will rot 
down and the level drop I will use the tired compost
from the bin to top up the levels.

This manual system is fine if you have a compliant 
and well bribed granddaughter (which unfortunately
I do not) or have plenty of time. 

That could be my recommendation and I could justifiably claim that this is a really really, 
dead simple Gbiota bed but I think I am pushing my luck here.

We fill the bin with compost.  Now some things you throw into your compost bin may be a 
bit toxic until they have rotted down a bit (some plants, like the desert oaks, have growth 
inhibitors to keep other plants away) so it is not a bad idea let the compost get a little way 
down the composing path.

Now all we have to do is fill the compost bin with water, which will then flow into the ag 
pipe, flood the base of the bed, really wetting out the soil, then slowly leak through the 
earth dam to drain the bed and into the sump.

Now that is really simple.
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Making life easy
Some times it is easier to automate than try bribing granddaughters so I went for 
automation.

So I connected up a pool pump ($50) to a timer so 
the water is pumped from the sump, into the 
compost bin, where it flows under gravity into the 
bed and then again under gravity back into the 
sump. 

No worries about water going stagnant or pongy 
and the compost tea is providing nutrient rich 
compost tea to the plants, then draining back out to
suck in nice fresh air.  It is working great for me.

The electronic timers which you can set to the 
nearest minute are the best as you need to adjust 
the time to how long it takes to empty the sump, 
you don't want the pump running dry.

You may find the water squirts everywhere but 
fitting an elbow forces the water into the compost.
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I connected a float valve to my water tank, I prefer 
to fit it to a separate container as shown as it is 
easy to take out for cleaning when needed.

This is now a totally automated system which only 
requires sprinkler irrigation when germinating 
seeds.

I will have to adjust how many irrigations I use from 
winter to summer.  Now in the winter I may only 
need one irrigation but in summer I will probably 
need four (I live in the dry desert region).

What to grow

At this moment as I am Corona virus fighting mood so am focused on baby greens and 
sprouting so I need to surface water and am not going anywhere so I am at home to look 
after things.

The world seems to have gone mad and moved on from buying toiler rolls to buying seeds,
so I just mixed everything I had in garage with what is left in the shops (not much).

 I am mixing up old compost, minerals and manure with a mixture of baby green seeds 
which I am spreading on the surface of my beds in any bare patches or when I reseed. 

This may be a bit messy but every bit of my beds are in full scale production.

I am not from the Government but I am here to help
We are is a global crisis, just like we are being invaded by creatures from outer space, so 
we all need to pull together.

My contributions it to provide all this information free of charge and also answer question 
but it is much easier if you ask on the comments section, then everyone can see the 
question and my response.

If it is a very specific question I am happy to answer in private by email but there is only so 
much time available.
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Going commercial
The virus is everywhere and not everyone can set up their own GBiota bed to fight he 
virus.

So I am encouraging people who do have a bit of land and time (and of course commercial
growers) to set up their own beds and provide the produce to others.

I have set up a web site www.pickandeat.shop to enable people to trade gbiota foods.

But sad to say the world is not totally full of decent and honest people and I have been 
horrified by the mass of weird and scammy looking solutions on the web. 

If people are buying Gbiota food I want them to be assured that the produce is genuine so 
a I have registered Gbiota as a trade name so only people conforming to certain 
specification can trade GBiota food.

I appreciate that many people have lost their jobs and may be looking for alternative 
sources of revenue.  I am anxious to help these people set up their own businesses and 
will write up another specific post on how to do this but in the mean time I suggest you 
email me if you do want to run your own Gbiota food business.
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